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Super 66 
黄金范围预测 

独立口语版（DS）–150313 发布 

针对 2015/03/28 考试 

2013 年开始 ETS 反预测手法升级，以往的全套重复和机经转播不再出现，取

而代之的是大乱拼现象，不仅每个科目拆分取题，而且同一个科目也来自多套

旧题，甚至取题范围也扩散至近三年北美新题及 2008~2013 年大陆旧题，这

种错综复杂、瞬息万变的新局面使我们的机经预测工作变得日益艰巨。 

面对严峻挑战，小站教育 YOUNG 老师以十年磨一剑之力，重磅推出全新机经

预测 Super 23（超级小范围）及 Super 66（黄金范围）。Super 23 适合即

将考试的学员，给出每场考试的最小范围，分独立版（D）和综合版（Z）；

Super 66 适合有一定准备时间的学员，给出每月考试的最佳黄金范围，分独

立口语版（DS）、独立写作版（DW）和综合版（ZZ）。 

Super 系列机经预测在真题还原和答案编写两方面追求“逼真、原创、精致”

三大原则，在不断提升预测准确度的同时，也为广大考生和学员提供了最优品

质的托福备考资料，一举成为托福机经史上划时代的学术巨献。 

3 月 28 日考试小站机经汇总下载 http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-93046-1-1.html 

3 月 28 日考试其他机构机经汇总 http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-11389-1-1.html 

各机构托福机经命中率分析报告：http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-76111-1-1.html 

针对考试 上课日期 上课时间 课程内容 详情 

3 月 28 日 3 月 26 日 20:30 点题 3 月 28 日托福小站机经 查看 
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独立口语 

Independent speaking-S1S2 
1 110313 CN Hot! S1S2 23 120224 CN Hot! S1S2 45 121214 NA S1S2 

2 091114 CN S1S2 24 120512 CN S2 46 130517 NA Hot! S2 

3 110212 CN S1S2 25 110423 CN S1 47 120520 CN Hot! S1 

4 110326 CN Hot! S1 26 100123 CN S1S2 48 121207 NA S1S2 

5 110813 CN Hot! S1S2 27 100227 CN S1 49 111218 CN S1S2 

6 100424 CN S1S2 28 100710 CN S1S2 50 110625 CN S1S2 

7 090118 CN S1S2 29 100821 CN S2 51 100613 CN Hot! S12 

8 100221 CN S1S2 30 101114 CN S1S2 52 140323 CN  S1S2 

9 101031 CN S1S2 31 101121 CN S1S2 53 091101 CN S1S2 

10 110925 CN Hot! S1 32 120323 NA S1S2 54 120422 CN S2 

11 140322 CN  S1S2 33 120728 NA S2 55 100619 NA S2 

12 100918 CN Hot! S1 34 120218 NA S1S2 56 100926 CN S1 

13 110828 CN Hot! S2 35 120907 NA S1S2 57 080427 CN S1 

14 110220 CN S1S2 36 111217 NA S2 58 100130 NA S1S2 

15 110928 CN S1 37 130713 NA Hot! S2 59 131116 NA Hot! S12 

16 110108 CN S1S2 38 081130 CN Hot! S2 60 120908 CN Hot! S2 

17 120526 CN Hot! S1 39 121103 NA Hot! S1S2 61 110709 CN Hot! S1S2 

18 130112 NA S1S2 40 121027 NA S1S2 62 090329 CN S1S2 

19 110529 CN Hot! S1S2 41 121116 NA S1S2 63 090613 CN S1S2 

20 111020 CN S1S2 42 121117 NA Hot! S2 64 120609 CN S1S2 

21 120225 CN S1S2 43 121201 NA S1S2 65 080105 CN S1S2 

22 100912 CN S1S2 44 121208 NA S1S2 66 080510 CN S1S2 

 

标有 Hot!字样，考试概率最大；题号为橙色的 题为重点，考试概率大于其它题目。  
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重点补充如下题目： 

130927 NA Hot! 

S2 Do you agree that parents put more pressure on students in school than 
ever before?  

090509 CN Hot! 

S1 People have a lot of ways to make friends. What do you think is a good 
way to make friends? Please include specific reasons and details in your 
response. 

S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is important to 
remember and learn from past experience. Please include specific reasons 
and examples to support your answer.  

111020 CN Hot! 

S1 How has the availability of the worldwide Internet changed people’s life? 

Please use specific reasons and examples to support your response. 

S2 Some students prefer to go to universities or colleges in their own cities or 

towns. Others prefer universities or colleges in new faraway places. Which do 

you prefer and why? 

130215 NA Hot! 

S1 Among the following three activities, which do you think has the most 
benefits for students? 1. A field trip 2. A home tutoring session 3. A 
presentation given by a local leader 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-88157-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Some people consider going to the gym a priority in their life, while others 
go to the gym only when they have time. Which do you think is better and 
why? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-88158-1-1.html?tf66 

080119 CN Hot! 

S1 Describe which kind of skills you are good at and why it's important to 
you? Such as painting, sporting. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-88159-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Some people plan every detail of their vacation in advance. Others prefer 
to leave most details flexible or open to chance. Which do you think is better 
and why? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-88160-1-1.html?tf66 

131005 NA Hot! 

S2 Which do you think is the more important quality for someone to be 
successful, taking risks or making safe decisions? Please give your reasons. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-88161-1-1.html?tf66 
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130223 NA Hot! 

S1 What are the advantages and disadvantages of eating in a fast-food 
restaurant? Please include specific reasons and details in your response. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-88164-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Which do you prefer? Card game or computer game? Please include 
specific reasons and details in your response. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-88165-1-1.html?tf66 

130907 NA Hot! 

S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? In order to run a 
successful business, a person needs to be friendly and outgoing. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-88166-1-1.html?tf66 

100117 CN Hot! 

S1 Talk about a time when someone (your friends, family or teachers) gave 
you advice to solve the problem. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-83749-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Do you agree or disagree? The most important influence that young adults 
have are from their families. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-83750-1-1.html?tf66 

131207 NA Hot! 

S2 Here are two jobs with equal amount of time and pay. One you need to 
work with other employees in a group and the other requires you to work 
individually. Which do you prefer? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-83747-1-1.html?tf66 

110619 CN Hot! 

S1 Describe a skill you have already learned and want to improve. Describe 
what you plan to do to improve it. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-83751-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Advertisements have too much influence on consumers' choices. What's 
your opinion on it? Please give reasons to support your response. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-83752-1-1.html?tf66 

121013 CN Hot! 

S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? A good school 
must have many textbooks. Please include specific reasons and examples to 
support your answer. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-79258-1-1.html?tf66 

131122 NA Hot! 

S1 Talk about what you like to do during your spare time. Give specific 
reasons and details in your explanation. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-79261-1-1.html?tf66 
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121028 CN Hot!  

S1 Your University is planning to allow students to watch TV in their 
dormitories. What is your opinion and why? What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of watching TV in dormitories? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-63621-1-1.html?tf66  

071208 CN Hot! 

S1 Describe a special gift you gave to someone else. Explain why it is a 
special gift? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-61683-1-1.html?tf66  

120118 NA Hot! 

S1 Which of the following do you think is the most important for maintaining 
good health? Doing exercises, eating healthy food, or going to bed early? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-70264-1-1.html?tf66  

 

130622 NA Hot! 

S2 Do you prefer a job with a lot of business travels or without business 
travels? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-69605-1-1.html?tf66 

120728 CN Hot!  

S1 What do you think we should do to decrease the usage of car or other 
vehicle and solve the traffic problems? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-61684-1-1.html?tf66  

130202 NA Hot!  

S2 In some cities there is a law against making noises at night such as loud 
music or TV. Some people support this law, while others do not. What is your 
opinion? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28343-1-1.html?tf66  

120428 CN Hot! 

S1 Describe your favourite studying place. Explain why you like to study in 
this place. Please include reasons and examples to support your response. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-76691-1-1.html?tf66 

121130 CN Hot! 

S1 Your friend wants to drop out of university or college. Do you agree or 
disagree with his decision? Please explain your opinion with details.  

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-79300-1-1.html?tf66 

 

查询往期托福考试真题 http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-76111-1-1.html 
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110313 CN top  Hot! 

1. S1 Which technology has made the greatest impact on people’s life in 
your country: airplane, computer or television? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28184-1-1.html?tf66  

S2 Some people believe that it is better for children to grow up in big 
cities. Others believe that it is better for children to grow up in small towns 
or rural areas. What is your opinion and why?  

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28186-1-1.html?tf66  

091114 CN top 

2. S1 Describe the most unforgettable success in your life. Explain why this 
success is unforgettable to you. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28188-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is never too 
late for an old person to receive higher education and get a university 
degree. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28190-1-1.html?tf66 

110212 CN top 

3. S1 Describe a special experience that has changed you in a positive way. 
Explain how it changed you. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28191-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Do you prefer to learn from people and events in the past or people 
and events that currently exist? Explain with specific reasons and details. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28193-1-1.html?tf66 

110326 CN top Hot! 

4. S1 Describe the steps, through which you once learned a new subject and 
explain how you learned it. Please include details and examples in your 
response. 

 小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-36638-1-1.html?tf66 

110813 CN top Hot! 

5. S1 As we are facing serious environmental problems, what suggestions 
would you give on how to save our planet? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28199-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Are you willing to carefully choose the gift which your friends like or 
choose whatever gift you like? Explain with specific reasons and details. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28201-1-1.html?tf66 

100424 CN top 

6. S1 Describe your favourite teacher. Explain why you like him or her so 
much. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28203-1-1.html?tf66 
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S2 Some people prefer to make decisions quickly. Others prefer to take 
their time to make decisions. Which way of decision-making do you prefer 
and why? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28206-1-1.html?tf66 

090118 CN top 

7. S1 Among the following three professions, which one do you think makes 
the greatest contribution to society: teachers, farmers or doctors? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28208-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? In order to stay 
happy, you must have a job that you love doing. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28209-1-1.html?tf66 

100221 CN top 

8. S1 Describe a person who you would like to spend time with. Explain why 
you want to spend time with him or her. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28211-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Students 
should always study in a quiet place. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28213-1-1.html?tf66 

101031 CN top 

9. S1 Describe an important day in your life. Explain why it is so important to 
you. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28214-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Watching 
television is not a good way to spend one’s time. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28216-1-1.html?tf66 

110925 CN top Hot! 

10. S1 In your opinion, why is it hard for university students to manage their 
time effectively? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28217-1-1.html?tf66 

140322 CN top 

11. S1 Which one of the following qualities do you think is the most important 
for a university student: highly-motivated, hard-working or intelligent? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-55844-1-1.html?tf66  

S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Artists and 
musicians are important to the society. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-55846-1-1.html?tf66  

查询往期托福考试机经 http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-84185-1-1.html 
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100918 CN top Hot! 

12. S1 What do you think is the most important quality of a working 
environment: good leaders, good colleagues, or flexible time? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28224-1-1.html?tf66 

110828 CN top Hot! 

13. S2 Some college students like to spend their free time studying another 
course or doing schoolwork. Others like to join a club and enjoy social 
activities. Which way do you think is better and why? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28230-1-1.html?tf66 

110220 CN top 

14. S1 Describe a tool or object that you rely on often in your daily life. 
Explain why it is important to you. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28232-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Some people prefer to solve a challenge all by themselves. Others 
prefer to depend on other people’s help. Which way do you prefer and 
why? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28233-1-1.html?tf66 

110928 CN top 

15. S1 Describe a performer (such as an actor or a musician) that you think is 
great. Explain why you think he or she is a great performer. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28235-1-1.html?tf66 

110108 CN top 

16. S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Students 
should do a part-time job before attending college. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28187-1-1.html?tf66 

120526 CN top Hot! 

17. S1 Nowadays, air pollution is a common problem in many places. What 
can people do to reduce air pollution? Include reasons and details to 
support your response. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-76698-1-1.html?tf66 

130112 NA top 

18. S1 Which characteristic do your friends like in you the most: cheerfulness, 
kindness or intelligence? Explain with reasons and details. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28340-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Which kind of class would you choose just for fun: an art class or a 
science class? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28341-1-1.html?tf66 
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110529 CN top Hot! 

19. S1 Describe a person that you look up to as a role model. Explain how 
this person has influenced your life. Include details and examples to 
support your response. 

 小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28198-1-1.html?tf66 

111020 CN top 

20. S1 How has the availability of the worldwide Internet changed people’s 
life? Please use specific reasons and examples to support your response. 

 小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-34254-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Some students prefer to go to universities or colleges in their own 
cities or towns. Others prefer universities or colleges in new faraway 
places. Which do you prefer and why? 

 小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-34255-1-1.html?tf66 

120225 CN top 

21. S1 Many people have pets, like cats and dogs. Do you think that raising 
pets is good, why? Please include reasons and details to support your 
response. 

 小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-36641-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Some students prefer to choose a career before getting into college. 
Other students prefer to choose a career after taking some university 
courses. Which one do you prefer and why? Please use specific reasons 
and examples to support your response. 

 小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-36642-1-1.html?tf66 

100912 CN top 

22. S1 While choosing a friend, which of the following characteristics do you 
care about most: honesty; loyalty or sense of humour? Explain why this is 
the most important to you? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-36643-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Some people prefer reading newspaper or magazine to get news; 
others prefer watching television or listening to radio to get news. Which 
way do you prefer and why? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-36644-1-1.html?tf66 

120224 CN top Hot! 

23. S1 Describe an activity you enjoy doing in your school recently. Why do 
you enjoy it? Please include specific reasons and details to support your 
response. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-76686-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? A person 
needs talent to be an artist. Please use specific reasons and examples to 
support your answer. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-76688-1-1.html?tf66 
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120512 CN top 

24. S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Students 
nowadays are working harder in their studies than those in the past. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28218-1-1.html?tf66 

110423 CN top 

25. S1 Describe the most important development of your country in the past 
20 years. Explain why this development is so important. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28220-1-1.html?tf66 

100123 CN top 

26. S1 Describe your favourite toy or game in your childhood. Explain why 
you liked it so much when you were a child? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28222-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Do you like to be taught by an experienced teacher or a new teacher? 
Explain your reasons and give specific details. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28225-1-1.html?tf66 

100227 CN top 

27. S1 What are the advantages of furthering one’s education in a foreign 
country? Give specific reasons and details. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28226-1-1.html?tf66 

100710 CN top 

28. S1 Describe a time when you tried to do something that you had never 
done before. Explain what you did and why you did it. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28228-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Some people prefer to do one job or project at one time. Others prefer 
to do several jobs or projects at the same time. Which do you prefer and 
why? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28231-1-1.html?tf66 

100821 CN top 

29. S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Children 
should be required to help with household tasks as soon as they are able 
to do so. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28234-1-1.html?tf66 

101114 CN top 

30. S1 Describe an event in history that you would like to learn more about. 
Explain the reasons why you want to learn about it. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28236-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? The way 
people dress themselves reveals their personality. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28237-1-1.html?tf66 
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101121 CN top 

31. S1 Describe an activity you enjoyed doing with your family when you were 
a child. Explain why it was so enjoyable. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28310-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Some students prefer to work on difficult assignments early in the 
morning. Others prefer to do this type of work in the evening. Which do 
you prefer and why? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28311-1-1.html?tf66 

120323 NA top 

32. S1 In your opinion, what food do you suggest the university cafeteria 
should add to its menu to attract more people? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28312-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Do you like to buy new books or used books? Give specific reasons 
and details to support your answer. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28313-1-1.html?tf66 

120728 NA top 

33. S2 In your opinion, should people be encouraged to visit science, art and 
history museums? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28314-1-1.html?tf66 

120218 NA top 

34. S1 Describe a serious problem that your country is facing. Explain why it 
is so serious. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28315-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Some people prefer to finish work as soon as possible. Others prefer 
to wait until the due time or deadline. Which do you prefer and why? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28316-1-1.html?tf66 

120907 NA top 

35. S1 Where would you choose to live: a place close to your school or 
workplace, a place close to your parents’ home, or a place close to a 
transportation hub? Explain why. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28317-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Some people think that the best way to learn is to attend lectures. 
Others think that it is better to learn on their own. Which do you prefer and 
why? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28318-1-1.html?tf66 

111217 NA top 

36. S2 Some people like to listen to audio books. Others like to read paper 
books. Which do you prefer and why?  

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28319-1-1.html?tf66 
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37. S2 Do you like jobs with opportunities to interact with people, or do you 
prefer to work without contact with real people? Please explain your 
preference with specific reasons. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-69609-1-1.html?tf66 

081130 CN top Hot!  

38. S1 What do you think is ONE of the most important characteristics that a 
teacher should have? Use reasons and specific examples to explain why 
this characteristic is important. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-63624-1-1.html?tf66  

S2 Some people prefer to make friends with people who have similar 
interests to theirs. Others prefer to make friends with people who have 
different interest to theirs. Which kind of friend do you prefer for yourself? 
Why? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-63625-1-1.html?tf66  

121103 NA top Hot! 

39. S1 Which of the following subjects would you choose to learn: math, 
painting or science? And what can you learn from your chosen subject? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28325-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 You can contact your family and friends by letter, email or telephone. 
In your opinion, which method of communication is better than the others 
and why? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28326-1-1.html?tf66 

121027 NA top 

40. S1 Describe a family member who has similar personality traits to yours. 
Give specific details in your answer. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28327-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Where would you choose to live: a big and new place far from your 
college or a small and old place near your college? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28328-1-1.html?tf66 

121116 NA top 

41. S1 What are the benefits of chatting with older family members? Give 
specific details in your answer. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28329-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 When things at home such as furniture are broken, do you prefer to 
have them repaired in a shop or fix them by yourself? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28331-1-1.html?tf66 

121117 NA top Hot! 

42. S2 Where would you choose to be your home: a noisy place close to 
shops, restaurants and transport hub or a quiet place far from everything? 

 小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28333-1-1.html?tf66 
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121201 NA top 

43. S1 What kind of lesson would you like to give in an elementary school: a 
lesson about how to protect the environment, how to grow plants, or how 
to cook simple food? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28334-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 In your opinion, are you a person who spend money on what you are 
interested in or on what you badly need? Explain the reasons why you 
think so. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28335-1-1.html?tf66 

121208 NA top 

44. S1 Describe a family member who is the most different from you. Give 
specific details in your answer. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28336-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Some schools have a policy that requires students to bring their own 
laptop computer into the class. Do you agree or disagree with this 
practice? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28337-1-1.html?tf66 

121214 NA top 

45. S1 A social group wants to do something to protect the environment. 
What suggestions would you like to give them? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28338-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 What kind of gift would you like to send to one of your friends: a gift for 
practical use or a gift just for fun? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28339-1-1.html?tf66 

130517 NA top Hot! 

46. S2 Do you agree or disagree with the statement? Teachers should make 
their lessons fun. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-69601-1-1.html?tf66 

120520 CN top Hot!  

47. S1 Your friend has suddenly had a good run of fortune and come into a 
large amount of money, he would like to ask you for some suggestions on 
how to use this money, what do you recommend? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-34250-1-1.html?tf66 

121207 NA top  

48. S1 Among the following professions, which do you think is the most 
important to a city? Police officer, building designer or transport worker. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-34252-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Nowadays many people find their social network on the internet, do 
you think it is a positive trend? 

 小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-34253-1-1.html?tf66 
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111218 CN top 

49. S1 One of your friends is going to study math as his major. What 
suggestions would you give to this friend? Please include examples and 
details in your answer. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-45497-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Some people would borrow money to buy things they need. Others 
would save up money until they can afford it. Which do you prefer and 
why? Please include examples and details in your answer. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-45500-1-1.html?tf66 

110625 CN top  

50. S1 Describe a news story that you are interested in recently. Explain why 
you think it is interesting. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28212-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 As to test-taking, some students prefer to write an essay, while others 
prefer to answer objective questions. Which do you prefer and why? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28215-1-1.html?tf66 

100613 CN top Hot! 

51. S1 Describe your favourite area in your city. Please offer your explanation 
and details. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-79297-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 When you have questions, do you prefer to ask advisor for help or 
search it through internet or library? Why? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-79299-1-1.html?tf66 

140323 CN top 

52. S1 Talk about one activity that you will do in the near future. Explain why 
you want to do this activity. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-55849-1-1.html?tf66  

S2 Do you prefer to be a leading or supporting member in a group 
project? Give specific reasons and details in your answer. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-55851-1-1.html?tf66  

091101 CN top 

53. S1 When it is a nice day, what kind of outdoor place would you like to go 
for physical exercise? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28357-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Some people like to take a break or get a job in the summer, while 
others think it is better to take classes. Which way of spending the 
summer time do you prefer and why? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28358-1-1.html?tf66 
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54. S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? When students 
hand in their assignments later than the deadline, teachers should reduce 
their scores. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28359-1-1.html?tf66 

100619 NA top 

55. S2 It is said that in order to be successful, a person should study in the 
university. Do you agree or disagree with this statement? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28360-1-1.html?tf66 

100926 CN top 

56. S1 Describe a character in a book, film or poem that you like. Explain why 
you like it. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28362-1-1.html?tf66 

080427 CN top 

57. S1 Describe your favourite room in your home. Explain why you like it so 
much. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28363-1-1.html?tf66 

100130 NA top 

58. S1 Among the following types of books – mystery, science fiction and 
biography, which type do you like the least and why? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28364-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Do you like to travel alone or with your family members? Explain with 
specific reasons and details. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28365-1-1.html?tf66 

131116 NA top Hot! 

59. S1 Which of the following activities would you do with friends rather than 
alone? A. taking a walk B. watching a movie C. traveling. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-79259-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 When going on vacations, some people prefer to go camping in tents, 
others prefer to stay in hotels. Which do you think is better? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-79260-1-1.html?tf66 

120908 CN top  Hot! 

60. S2 Some people believe that students should attend field trips such as 
visiting zoos, museums or parks to learn knowledge. Others believe that 
students should stay in classrooms to learn knowledge. What is your 
opinion on this issue? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28369-1-1.html?tf66 

机经内容太多看不过来怎么办？必须下载《机经使用方法》教你高效用机经！ 

http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-77284-1-1.html 
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61. S1 Among the following three types of professions, which do you think 
makes the most important contribution to society? Primary school teacher, 
nurse, artist.  

 小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-40480-1-1.html?tf66 

090329 CN top 

62. S1 Describe a day that you enjoyed the most or was the most special for 
you. Give specific reasons and details to support your response. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28372-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Some people prefer to have classes during the day and do part-time 
jobs in the evening, while others prefer to have classes in the evening and 
do part-time jobs during the day. Which would you prefer and why? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28373-1-1.html?tf66 

090613 CN top 

63. S1 Describe a possible change in your life five years from now on. Please 
include specific details in your explanation. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28374-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Some people think that money and power are the symbol of success. 
Do you agree or disagree with this view? Please give specific reasons and 
details in your response. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28375-1-1.html?tf66 

120609 CN top 

64. S1 One of your friends wants to increase his income. What suggestions 
can you give to him? Please give specific details. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28376-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Instead of 
always being busy, people should have a relaxed lifestyle. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28377-1-1.html?tf66 

080105 CN top 

65. S1 What time of a year do you like the most? Please give specific reasons 
and details in your response. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28378-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Having a 
relaxed or unhurried lifestyle is the most important for a person. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28379-1-1.html?tf66 

080510 CN top 

66. S1 Describe a job or career that you admire but do not want to take. 
Include specific reasons and details in your response. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28380-1-1.html?tf66 
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S2 Some people think that students should study during weekends, but 
others think that they should relax and to socialize during weekends. What 
is your opinion on this issue? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28381-1-1.html?tf66 

3 月 28 日托福考试所有机构机经汇总 http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-11389-1-1.html 

 

 

题库扩充： 

101211 CN 

S1 If you recommend a friend to live in a new place, what characteristics do 
you think should a good neighbour have? 

S2 Should parents be involved in the process of decision for children of their 
career choices? 

100724 CN 

S1 What do you do to keep yourself healthy? Explain how it helped you. 
Please include reasons and details in you explanation. 

S2 Some people prefer to celebrate their birthdays or holidays in a party. 
Others prefer to celebrate their birthdays or holidays quietly. Which do you 
prefer and why? Please include details and examples in your explanation. 

110320 CN  

S1 If a foreigner friend comes to your country, what kind of food would you 
recommend and why? You would use past personal experience to support 
your answer. 

S2 Should students be required to participate in regular discuss in class? 
Please give your opinion and explanation using specific examples and details. 

111126 CN  

S1 Describe a change in your country. It could be a social, economic or 
political change. Explain how this change influenced people in your country. 

Please include specific reasons and details in your response. 

S2 Do you prefer to start working on project long time before the due day or 
not? Please include specific reasons and details in your response. 

130125 NA  

S1 Which one of the following extracurricular activities would you recommend 
children to take part in: playing sports, playing music, or visiting art galleries? 
Explain why. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28344-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Which kind of job do you prefer: a job with a high salary but a lot of 
business trips, or a job with a low salary but no business trips? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-28345-1-1.html?tf66 
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120108 CN  

S1 Describe a celebration you recently attended. Did all people have a good 
time on that day? 

S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? 16-year-old kids 
are not mature enough to drive. Please use specific reasons and examples to 
support your answer. 

120617 CN  

S1 Which is the most challenging thing for university students. 

S2 It is said that in order to be successful, a person should study in the 
university. Do you agree or disagree with this statement? 

120714 CN  

S1 Among the following three professions, which do you respect the most: 
photographers, musicians or painters. Please give your opinion and 
explanation using specific examples and details. 

S2 Some people like e-books. Some people prefer paper books. Which one 
do you prefer and why? Please give specific reasons to support your idea. 

120826 CN  

S1 What personal quality do you admire most? creativity，courage or 
intelligence? Explain why? Please include details and examples in your 
response.  

S2 Some people prefer to listen to music while they are studying or working. 
Others prefer to stay in a quiet place while they are studying or working. 
Which way do you prefer and why? Include reasons and details in your 
response.  

120902 CN 

S1 Your University plans to ban the use of laptop in the classroom. What are 
the advantages and disadvantages of this decision? Give your opinions with 
specific reasons. 

S2 Some people prefer to live in a place for most of their life. Other people 
prefer to change their address time to time. Which one do you prefer and 

why? Please give specific reasons to support your idea. 

121202 CN 

S1 In your opinion, what are the important characteristics of a good school? 
Please use reasons and specific examples to support your answers. 

S2 Some people prefer to have friends who share the similar views. Others 
prefer those who have different standpoints. Which do you prefer? 

130303 CN 

S1 Which of the following job would you enjoy most? Lawyer、veterinarian or 
restaurant owner. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-57937-1-1.html?tf66  
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S2 Some people answer the phone or text a message in the middle of a 
conversation. What do you think of this behaviour? Is it good or not? 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-57938-1-1.html?tf66  

130112 CN 

S1 What is the one style of clothing that the students in your school tend to 
wear? Why do you like this style of clothing? Include specific reasons and 
details in your response. 

S2 What kind of job will you choose? To choose a job through which you can 
get a lot of money or to choose a job through which you can get great 
personal satisfaction? Use specific reasons and examples to support your 
answer. 

130113 CN 

S1 If your high school has after-school activities, which activities would you 
like to choose? 

S2 Some people prefer to wash dishes by a dish washer. Others prefer to 
wash dishes by hands. Which do you prefer and why? 

140222 CN  

S1 Which form of transportation is more enjoyable? Train, automobile or 
plane. 

S2 Do you think that people will read fewer books in the future? 

140302 CN  

S1 A high school plans to add an extracurricular activity for students. What 
kind of activity would you recommend? Using details and examples, and 
explain why. 

S2 Would you like to spend time with family or friends rather than alone and 
why? 

140315 CN  

S1 If you were to become a volunteer at the school or in the community, what 
kind of volunteer work would you do and why? 

S2 Some people prefer to work in the office, while others prefer to work from 
home. Which do you prefer and why? 

140316 CN  

S1 Describe a special friend in your childhood. Explain why this friend is 
special to you. Include reasons and details to support your response. 

S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Personality 
changes as one grows older.   

140412 CN (1) 

S1 Talk about how cell phone has changed people's lives. Explain you answer 
in details. 

http://bbs.zhan.com/forum-42-1.html?tf66
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S2 Do you like to go to the same place for your vacation, or different places 
and spend little time at each place for you vacation？ 

140412 CN (2) 

S1 Talk about the ways internet has benefit people's lives. Explain your 
answer in details. 

S2 Do you agree or disagree with the statement that people live healthier lives 
than 100 year ago? 

140511 CN  

S1 Describe an activity you enjoyed when you still were a child. 

S2 Which do you prefer to visit a new place you have never been or return to 
a place you have travelled? 

140419 CN  

S1 Describe the most important decision that you have ever made. Please 
include specific details in your answer. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-26833-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? All students should 
be required to study art and music in secondary school. Use specific reasons 
to support your answer. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-26835-1-1.html?tf66 

140517 CN  

S1 Describe a special event or occasion that you have participated with your 
family or friends. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-34902-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Some people like to get advice from parents or grandparents, some 
people like to get help from their peer, which do you prefer and why? Use 
specific reasons and examples to support your answer. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-34901-1-1.html?tf66 

140525 CN  

S1 Compare the difference between two singers you like. Include specific 
reasons and details in your explanation. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-34900-1-1.html?tf66 

S2 Do you prefer to eat in a fast food restaurant or do you prefer to have food 
in another kind of eating place? Explain with specific reasons and details. 

小站机经原创思路+答案: http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-34899-1-1.html?tf66 

3 月 28 日考试所有机构机经汇总 http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-11389-1-1.html 

各机构托福机经命中率分析报告 http://bbs.zhan.com/thread-76111-1-1.html 
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